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Testo thermal imagers.
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One last pre-inspection with the thermal imager, however,
showed that the problem could not be there either. When
the search was taken up again, the trail led to another building, which was actually supplied by a second heating circuit
– and there the leak was located.
The advantages.
Thermography offers the unique advantage that continuing
operation is not negatively influenced by the measurements.
On the contrary: Machines and plants can be tested under
full or partial load, normal or extraordinary conditions, or
when ascending or descending. The non-contact measurement and inspection method can determine not only
temperature differences, it can also measure exact temperatures, and show and store visual images. The free analysis
software IRSoft additionally offers many options for evaluating the stored images.

The benefits at a glance:
• Efficient and non-contact maintenance of plants,
even under full or partial load
• Fast and reliable identification of problems,
e.g. leakage detection
• Preventive testing of wiring and production
machines
The challenge.

• Assurance of smooth production
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tend the measurement possibilities.
The solution.
After a positive viability calculation for the acquisition of
a thermal imager, the decision was in favour of a Testo
instrument. The procurement of a thermal imager already
paid off for NOBISKRUG in the first year of use, for example
over 100 switchboards were checked in only six months.
The detection of a leak had also puzzled the maintenance
engineers for days. A plan to tear up 80 metres of road in
order to access the leaky pipe had already been discussed.
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